Amenti Class 10
Amenti DVDs Counter Time: (DVD3) 00:00–00:40

Questions and Answers
1. What field does a soul have to pass through in order the leave this universe?
• The planet’s Morphogenetic Field.
2. How many strands of DNA was the human body designed to have?
• A total of 12.
3. What is the process that was designed to happen when a Cloister Race appeared
with a Root Race?
• The Root Race, after it had pulled all the frequency of the dimension assigned to
it, was allowed to plug into the Morphogenetic Field of its Cloister and then to
merge with its double in the parallel universe and ascend into HU 2.
4. What Root Race are the present day humans?
• Root Race 5.
5. What strand of DNA are we working on?
• DNA strand 4/Dimension 4.
6. Who fought the Electric Wars and why?
• Beings from Harmonic Universe 3 (HU 3) and up fought over whether the
Covenant of Palaidor should be fulfilled.
7. What happened when the Sphere of Amenti was removed from the Earth’s core
as a result of the Electric Wars?
• To remove it from Earth’s core certain codes were removed and things would not
manifest in the DNA anymore; therefore we could not assemble enough of our
required DNA to ascend, and Death began.
8. What is the purpose of incarnation?
• We drop the body (die) and pick up another body with a higher frequency to
continue the ascension process.
9. The Seal of Palaidor created a buildup of beings in which dimensions?
• D2 Elemental and D4 Astral.
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10. The second seeding ended after the Thousand Year War started by which ET
groups?
• The Annunaki and the Nephilim.
11. When is the Blue Flame scheduled to be put back into the Sphere of Amenti?
• 12/2010 – 10/2011.
12. What percent of the Earth’s population is needed to have the 4th Dimension
Frequency to prevent major Earth changes when the Blue Flame enters Earth core?
• Eight percent.

Vocabulary
1. Blue Flame:
Also called the Staff of Amenti, it is a 2 foot high standing scalar wave energy pattern of
D5 frequency, and is Earth’s portion of Tara’s Morphogenetic Field.
2. Rod:
Earth’s D2 portion of the Blue Flame.
3. DNA strands:
They are composed of minute frequency patterns of each level of the dimensions. One
strand corresponds to one level of the dimensional fields.
4. Root Race:
A Root Race carries within its base DNA pattern the patterning for one dimension’s
strand of the DNA.
5. Cloister Race:
A Cloister Race carries the strands of DNA that correspond with dimensions 7–12, which
are called the ascension gene codes.
6. Seal of Palaidor:
The Seal of Palaidor was created when the Sphere of Amenti was put into the 4th
dimension.
7. Arc of the Covenant:
The Arc of the Covenant is a time portal passage between certain places on Earth and the
Andromeda galaxy, where the Sphere of Amenti was stored.
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Multiple Choice
1. The “Staff of Amenti”:
(a) Is called the Blue Flame, and has D5 frequency of intense power and knowledge.
(b) Is Earth’s portion of Tara’s Morphogenetic Field, stored in the “Sphere of
Amenti.”
(c) Was set in Amenti, a place on the planet Tara, 25 Million Years Ago (MYA).
(d) All of the above.
2. The “Halls of Amenti”:
(a) Are six time-portal passages within the “Sphere of Amenti” that allow for
teleportation ascension from Earth to Tara when opened.
(b) Were created 52,000,000 Years Ago (YA).
(c) Are closed when the Blue Flame enters the “Sphere of Amenti.”
(d) b and c of the above.
3. The 1st Seeding of the Root and Cloister Races of Amenti:
(a) 7 Root Races and 5 Cloister Races, created on Earth between 25–5.5 MYA.
(b) 18 MYA, 5 Cloister Races were created with the ascension strands 7–12.
(c) 9 MYA, Alanians DNA strand 3 Root Race was created, plus the 4th Cloister
Race, which contains the patterning for DNA strands 4 and 7–12.
(d) All of the above.
4. The Root and Cloister Races characteristics are:
(a) Each Root Race would assemble & evolve 1 DNA strand imprint from Amenti
into Earth’s biological gene pool.
(b) The Cloister Race appearing with a Root Race would evolve the imprint for
strands 7–12 as dormant gene codes along with the imprint of the strand carried
by their Root Race.
(c) The first 2 Root Races set the pattern of the 1st DNA strand into Earth’s planetary
Morphogenetic Field.
(d) All of the above.
5. The “Electric Wars” 5,590,000–5,508,100 YA:
(a) The Sirian Anunnaki fought the Elohim, Palaidorians and the Guardians over
humanity’s right to evolve on Earth.
(b) Resulted in the “Seal of Amenti.”
(c) Earth had a partial “Pole Shift” Ice Age about 4 years after the “Seal of Amenti.”
(d) All of the above.
6. The “Seal of Amenti”:
(a) Removed part of the Morphogenetic Field, causing lost memory after incarnating.
(b) All of the DNA got unplugged and Death began.
(c) Required entities to have acquired D4 DNA in order to pass the Seal.
(d) a and c only.
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7. The 2nd Seeding 3,700,000 –848,000 YA.
(a) Root Race #5 Ayrians with DNA strand 4, along with Cloister Race #5 Hibiru
with DNA strands 4 and 7–12, were created with high hopes of releasing the
“Seal of Palaidor.”
(b) The Drakon Digression from the Orion star system messed up the gene code.
(c) The Thousand Year War (Luciferian Rebellion) resulted in the Sphere of Amenti
being removed to the Andromeda galaxy in HU 1 with a D5 seal.
(d) The major flood of the Bible resulted when the Sphere of Amenti was removed
from the Earth.
(e) All of the above.
8. The Arc of the Covenant:
(a) Is a time portal passage between Earth and the Andromeda galaxy.
(b) Is a gold box that contains the Blue Flame.
(c) a and b
(d) None of the above.
9. The plan of the Arc of the Covenant was that when Earth’s grids vibrated high
enough to pass the D-5 security seal:
(a) A spark would be sent into the Arc’s passage to release the “Seal of Amenti.”
(b) The “Sphere of Amenti” would return to Earth’s core, raising the vibration.
(c) The occurrence of a & b above would create a second spark that would open the
“Halls of Amenti,” allowing those beings with high enough DNA to walk through
the portals and end up on Tara.
(d) All of the above.
10. “Sphere of Amenti” return to Earth:
(a) The “Sphere of Amenti” returned to Earth in 1989 after the 1987 Harmonic
Convergence measurement indicated that Earth’s vibrations had reached a high
enough level.
(b) The second spark was sent to the Arc on June 26, 1998.
(c) The Halls of Amenti last opened 5.5 MYA .
(d) All of the above.

Attitudes & Responsibilities of Mastery
Attitude of Mastery #10
FEARLESSNESS — Recognizing the Eternal Infinite Nature and Unconditional Love
of the ALL-ONE-ness.
Responsibility of Mastery #10
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CONSERVATION: Conservation is a form of respect and appreciation for God Source
energy in all of its expressions, from conserving and protecting our natural resources, to
being attentive to the needs of our bodies, to using the energies of our words and actions
with gentle conservation by which we freely use what is needed, but not more. God
Source continually recycles its energies for the rebirth of new expression. All is given
freely, but no thing is valueless or wasted. Conservation demonstrates that we have
respect and appreciation for the gift of creative energy that God Source has provided to
us. As we learn to use this energy, in all its forms, with respect and clear intention, we
will progressively fine tune our ability to create what we desire, and in this process assist
all other beings to do the same. There is truth in the old saying "Waste Not, Want Not." If
everything we perceive in our hologram of life is understood to be manifestations of God
Source, we might all employ a bit more respect, appreciation and conservation toward the
use and applications of the energies of the Divine.

Multiple Choice Answers:
1. D, 2. A, 3. D, 4. D, 5. D, 6. D, 7. E, 8. A, 9. D, 10. D

The dynamics of the emerging MCEO materials involve the reality that the detailed understanding of major
topics is under continuous development; therefore, the contents, and level of detail herein, are as advanced
as possible UP TO the date of the workshop recording.
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